To:

All Staff

From:

Bill Wild

Cc:

-

Date:

Monday, 28 May 2012

Subject:

Hastie Administration

Dear Colleagues
I am deeply sorry that Hastie Group has gone into administration and that for many of you it will be
a very traumatic time.
To those staff who are employed in the UK businesses, Services, GBI and Austral which have
been put into receivership, you will not find circumstances or your day to day employment very
much different going forward, except for the disruption you can expect as those businesses are
sold. I wish you all the best for the future under new owners.
To those staff, principally in the Australian MEP business which is being put under administration,
matters are obviously far more serious because the majority of you will be stood down and not
guaranteed further employment. I expect that I am also in that group but that notwithstanding, I am
determined to do whatever I can to obtain for as many of you as possible, continued employment
on the projects and in the businesses on which you are currently employed. I have been in
dialogue with as many of the bigger builders as possible over the past few days and they are
working with me and your local management to find solutions.
Given the impact that Hastie’s collapse will have on projects around the country, it is not just your
problem but very much a challenge for our builder clients. I am confident that there will be cooperation and a lot of hard work all round to try to find solutions. I am hopeful and confident that
the majority of the builders will place the highest priority on your continued employment on their
projects and I seek your co-operation, in particular over the next few days, while the relevant
people come to terms with these issues and solutions are developed. Despite these efforts there
will be a significant number of people for whom no satisfactory resolution will be found.
I understand very clearly that there will be resentment and even bitterness about what has
happened to Hastie. Since early last year Hastie has had a seemingly endless run of difficulties.
Even after last year’s recapitalisation and since I joined the company eight months ago we have
unveiled a lot of bad news that effectively destroyed the company’s new balance sheet. Our efforts
to reach an accommodation with the Bank Syndicate to recapitalise the business have ended in
failure and while I apologise for that, I must also thank the many staff who worked very hard over
the past couple of months for a better outcome. I must also thank you all for the support that you
have provided through the whole of the past twelve months. I appreciate that it has not been easy
and for it to end, even after all that, in failure is a bitter pill to swallow for everyone.
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I also must thank the shareholders who bailed the company out in July last year. This is obviously
not the outcome they expected but all of them, and particularly the cornerstone investor Lazard,
have been very supportive over the past months as we sought to find a solution.
Again I apologise for what has happened. I wish you all the very best in the difficult times ahead.
Kind regards

Bill Wild
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